
Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%.
Power tolerance +/- 5%.
Detailed information on luminous fluxes and powers for individual indexes are indicated on the product data sheet.
The parameters in the data sheet are given for Ta=25°C.
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TECHNICAL DATA

ELECTRICAL DATA

OPTICAL DATA

GENERAL DATA

Mounting: directly in the ceiling construction
Body: polycarbonate
Colour: matt white
Diffuser: microprismatic diffuser (MPRM)
Power supply efficiency: >90%
Power: 220-240V 50/60Hz
Includes light source: yes
Type of equipment: ED, DALI, EM 3hr
Electrical connection: max 2x1,5 mm² wire, max 4x1,5 mm² 
wire
Light distribution: rotationally-symmetric
Way of lighting: direct
Lifetime : 60 000 h
Warranty: 5 years
Application: shopping centers, museums, galleries, 
exhibitions, exhibitions, offices, hotels, public 
utility facilities, flats

Code Type of equipment Luminaire
power [W] Lumen luminaire [lm] Efficacy [lm/W] Colour 

temperature [K] CRI/Ra

ED 97 3000 ≥80
ED 97 4000 ≥80

Modern recessed luminaire for LED light sources. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DL149.775.30K

- Compact fire rated IP65 LED downlight

- Complete with white bezel

- Multi-faceted reflector

- Choice of colour temperatures

- OSRAM Flex dip driver as standard

- Brushed and black bezel options

- Supplied with IP ceiling gasket

- Accredited fire rating: FR30, FR60 and FR90*
* Fire Rating in accordance with BS 476:Part 21: 1987, load bearing timber floor with softwood timber joists.
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Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%.
Power tolerance +/- 5%.
Detailed information on luminous fluxes and powers for individual indexes are indicated on the product data sheet.
The parameters in the data sheet are given for Ta=25°C.
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ADDTIONAL ORDERING CODES  

Brushed bezel

Black bezel

Phase-cut mains dimming

SwitchDIM, DALI or DSI

3 hour emergency conversion

3 hour self-test and DALI emergency conversion

Casambi wireless network (inc dim)

TA149/BA

TA149/BL

/MDIM

/ECO

/EM

/EMD

/BTC

Black bezelBrushed bezel

3 hour emergency conversion* 3 hour self-test and DALI emergency 
conversion*

SwitchDIM, DALI or DSI

SwitchDIM

DSI

*Emergency remote indicators and ILEMs are not IP65 or fire rated

Phase-cut mains dimming

Casambi wireless network 
(inc dim)




